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Abstract—The network connectivity is one of important mea-
sures of the performance of wireless networks. However, most
of current studies on the network connectivity only consider
either an SOMN network, where each node is mounted with a
single omni-directional antenna, or anSDA network, where each
node is mounted with a single directional antenna. Using multiple
directional antennas instead of a single directional antenna can
potentially improve the network performance. In this paper,
we investigate the connectivity of a novel network, in termsof
an MDA network, where each node is mounted with multiple
directional antennas. We found that MDA networks have much
stronger network connectivity than other existing networks (such
asSOMN and SDA networks), and its connectivity degree heavily
depends on the number of antennas, the beamwidth of each
antenna and the path loss factor. The enhancement mainly owes
to the usage of multiple antennas and the longer transmission
range of directional antennas.

Keywords—Wireless Networks; Connectivity; Directional An-
tennas; Multiple Antennas

I. I NTRODUCTION

The networkconnectivity of wireless networks has received
a lot of attention recently. The network connectivity is a
necessity to ensure the network is connected so that each
source node can successfully communicate with its destination
node. Besides, the network connectivity is also an important
measure of the robustness of a network. However, many studies
on the network connectivity [1]–[8] only consider wirelessnet-
works consisting of wireless nodes, each of which is mounted
with a single omni-directional antenna that can cause high
interference. Besides, a single antenna cannot transmit and
receive at the same time (i.e., half-duplexity in place). Wecall
such wireless networks using a single omni-directional antenna
asSOMN networks. AnSOMN network is suffering from the
poor performance, such as the low throughput capacity and the
low connectivity.

In contrast to omni-directional antennas, directional anten-
nas can concentrate the radio signal to some directions so that
the interference to other undesired directions can be reduced.
Many recent works such as [9]–[15] found that applying
directional antennas instead of omni-directional antennas to
wireless networks can greatly improve the network throughput.
Besides, some studies [16], [17] found that using directional
antennas in wireless networks can significantly improve the
network connectivity. However, most of these studies only
consider the wireless networks, in which each node is equipped
with a single directional antenna (i.e., half-duplexity isstill

in place). Therefore, the performance improvement of such
networks is still limited. We call such wireless networks using
a single directional antenna asSDA networks.

Using multiple directional antennas at a node in wireless
networks can potentially improve the network performance
further. For example, [18], [19] found that using multiple direc-
tional antennas at each wireless node can significantly improve
the network capacity, compared with the existing networks,
such asSOMN networks andSDA networks. We define an
MDA network to be a wireless network that uses multiple
directional antennas and has the following characteristics:

• Each node is equipped with multiple network interface
cards (NICs). Each NIC is mounted with a directional
antenna.

• All nodes can work in a full-duplex mode, in which a node
can simultaneously transmit and receive with different
neighbors.

It raises an interesting question: will using multiple di-
rectional antennas in wireless networks improve the network
connectivity? However, to the best of our knowledge,there
is no study on the network connectivity of MDA networks.
Therefore, the goal of this paper is to investigate the network
connectivity ofMDA networks and to explore the benefits of
MDA networks. Specifically, our major contributions can be
summarized as follows.

1. We are the first to investigate the connectivity ofMDA
networks. In particular, we found that anMDA network
has a better connectivity than other existing networks,
such asSOMN networks andSDA networks.

2. We found that the network connectivity of suchMDA
networks is mainly affected by the number of nodes, the
number of antennas at each node, the beamwidth of each
antenna, and the path loss factor.

3. More specifically, we also found that with the increased
number of antennas, the network connectivity of anMDA
network is significantly increased. Besides, the network
connectivity of anMDA network is also increased when
the antenna beamwidth of each antenna is decreased or
the number of nodes is increased, but it is decreased with
the increased path loss factor.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives the models and the problem formulation. Section III
presents simulation results. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section IV.
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II. MODELS

A. Antenna Model

The radiation pattern of a directional antenna is often de-
picted as the gain value in each direction in space. It typically
has a main beam with the peak gain and side/back lobes with
smaller gain. Since to model a real antenna with precise values
for main beam and side-lobes/back-lobes is difficult, we use
an approximate antenna pattern, which was first proposed in
[10] and has been widely used in [9], [13], [14], [18], [19].
This approximate antenna model is called cone-sphere model,
in which the main beam is model as a cone and the side/back
lobes are model as a small bulb at the base of the cone, as
shown in Fig. 2.

In order to clarify the analysis on the transmission by using
directional antennas, we need to calculate the antenna gainof
a directional antennas. The gain valueGm of a main beam
is often evaluated by dBi or dB(isotropic), i.e., the antenna
gain compared to that of the hypothetical isotropic antenna
(denoted byGi), which uniformly distributes energy in all
directions. We assume that both directional antennas and omni-
directional antennas are using an identical emanated powerP .
For an omni-directional antenna (isotropic antenna), as shown
in Fig. 1, the transmission power is uniformally emanated in
all directions. However, a directional antenna concentrates the
energy on a certain direction, i.e., the cone as shown in Fig.
2. Thus, by the definition of the antenna gain, we have

Gm

Gi

=
P
A
P
S

=

P

πr2 tan2 θ

2

P
4πr2

=
4

tan2 θ
2

(1)

whereS denotes the surface area of the sphere of the isotropic
antenna,r denotes the radius of the sphere, andA denotes the
surface area of a directional antenna, which can be approxi-
mated as a circle of radiusr tan θ

2
(the gray area in Fig. 2).

Given an antenna beamwidth, we can calculate the antenna
gains by Eq. (1), where Table I gives the main antenna gains
corresponding to the antenna beamwidth. It is shown in Table
I that the narrower the beamwidth of a directional antenna is,
the higher antenna gain it has.

Similar to other studies [9], [13], [14], [18], [19], we ignore
sidelobes and backlobes in this paper. The reasons why we
simplify the model are summarized as follows. First, even in
a more realistic model, the sidelobes are so small that they
can be ignored. For example, the main gain is more than 100
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Fig. 3. The Antenna Model

main orientation

Fig. 4. 8 antennas are uniformly placed
at a node without overlaps

times of the gain of sidelobes when the main beamwidth is
less than 40◦ in the cone-sphere model [10]. Secondly, smart
antennas often have null capability that can almost eliminate
the sidelobes and backlobes.

TABLE I
THE ANTENNA MAIN GAIN GmAND THE BEAMWIDTH θ

θ Gm(dBi)

π

3
10.797

π

4
13.681

π

6
17.464

π

8
20.047

π

10
22.026

π

12
23.637

We then project the antenna pattern in space to an azimuthal
plane, where the main lobe of antenna can be depicted as a
sector with angleθ, which is denoted as the main beamwidth
of the antenna. The gain outside the beamwidth is assumed to
be zero. At any time, the antenna beam can only be pointed to
a certain direction, as shown in Fig. 3, in which the antenna
is pointing to the right. Thus, the probability that the beamis
switched to cover each direction isθ/2π. More specifically,
we have

Gd =

{

Gm within θ
0 otherwise

(2)

whereGm can be calculated from Eq. (1). The antenna gain
of an omni-directional antenna is equal to that of an isotropic
antenna, i.e.,Go = Gi = 0 dBi.

In an MDA network, each node is equipped withm direc-
tional antennas, each of which can independently communicate
with other nodes. The antenna model of each antenna can
be approximated by the sector model as shown in Fig. 3.
Besides, we do not consider theoverlapping antenna beams
at a node, i.e, there is no intersecting area between any two
antenna beams of them antennas. Thus, we havem · θ ≤ 2π.
Moreover, to fully utilize the benefits of directional antennas,
we uniformly place thosem antennas at each node and point
the orientation of each antenna centrifugally. Therefore,there
is an identical angle between any two adjacent antenna beams,
which is equal to2π−m·θ

m
. For example, as shown in Fig. 4,

there are 8 antennas with beamwidthθ = π
8

uniformly placed
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at a wireless node and the intersecting angle between any two
adjacent antenna beams isπ

8
.

Similar to [16], we also considerrandom direction beam-
forming in this paper, in which the direction of the antenna
beam is randomly chosen from[0, 2π). In contrast to [16], we
consider random direction beamforming on multiple antennas,
calledmultiple random beamforming. In particular, each node
arbitrarily chooses one of itsm antennas as the main antenna.
We then set the orientation of the main antenna as themain
orientation of a node. The main orientation of a node is
randomly chosen from a distribution on the interval[0, 2π).
Then, the orientations of other(m − 1) antennas can be
determined (calculated) by the main orientation since all the
m antennas are uniformly placed at a node. For example, as
shown in Fig. 4, when the main orientation (the red arrow)
of a wireless node is determined and the orientations of the
remaining 7 antennas can be easily calculated.

In addition, we also have a uniform setting at each node,
i.e., each node in a network is equipped with the same number
of antenna, each of which has the same beamwidthθ.

B. Link Model

We then define the wireless link model to determine whether
any two given nodes can establish a wireless link. As shown
in Fig. 5, we assume that a nodeXi transmits with powerPt.
The received power isPr at a nodeXj . Therefore, thepath
loss, or thesignal attenuation [16], [20], in dB is given by

PL(dB) = 10 log
Pt

Pr

= 10 log(
1

Gt ·Gr

· (
l

1m
)α) (3)

whereGt andGr are the transmitter antenna gain (dBi) and
the receiver antenna gain (dBi), respectively,l is the distance
between nodeXi and nodeXj, andα is the path loss factor
of the environment, which usually ranges from 2 to 4. Two
nodes can establish a link if the path lossPL between them
is no greater than the path loss thresholdPLo.

We then define the link model of anSDA network, where
each node is equipped with a single directional antenna. In this
link model, any two nodesXi andXj can establish a link if
and only if both the following two conditions are satisfied.
(a) The signal attenuationPL between nodesXi andXj is

no greater than the attenuation thresholdPL0.
(b) The antenna beam of nodeXi covers nodeXj and the

antenna beam of nodeXj covers nodeXi.

We assume that all nodes have the same thresholdPL0. In
this link model, each link is bidirectional, i.e., the receiverXj

can also establish a link to the transmitterXi if the transmitter
Xi can establish a link to the receiverXj .

Note that thisSDA link model can be easily extended to an
SOMN network, where each node is equipped with an omni-
directional antenna. In particular, in anSOMN network, we
will only consider condition (a) and ignore condition (b) since
the omni-directional antenna can transmit and receive signals
in all directions.

We then extend theSDA link model from a node with a
single antenna in anSDA network to a node with multiple
antennas in anMDA network. When there arem antennas
equipped with each node in anMDA network, any two nodes
Xi and Xj can form links if and only if all the following
conditions are satisfied:

(1) Any one of them antenna beams of nodeXi coversXj;
(2) Any one of them antenna beams of nodeXj coversXi;
(2) The signal attenuationPL between nodeXi andXj is

no greater than the given attenuation thresholdPL0.

Fig. 6 gives an example of anMDA network, where two
nodesXi andXj can establish a link since one of the four
antenna beams of nodeXi can cover nodeXj , one of four
antenna beams of nodeXj can cover nodeXi and the signal
path loss is also less thanPL0.

C. Path Model

We use thepath probability P (path) to measure the level of
network connectivity [16], [21], [22]. The path probability is
defined as the probability that two randomly chosen nodes in a
random ad hoc network topology can connect each other either
through a single-hop link or a multi-hop path. In particular,
we can use the following equation to calculate the statistical
average ofpercentage of connected node pairs

P (path) =
# connected node pairs

# node pairs
=

∑v

i=1

1

2
ni(ni − 1)

1

2
n(n− 1)

(4)
where # represents “number of”,n is the total number of
nodes in the entire network,v is the number ofconnected
components, andni is the number of nodes in theith connected
component. After taking the average of the path percentage
P (path) over a large number of random topologies, we can
obtain an accurate estimation on the path probability. Fig.7 (a)
shows a sample random topology ofSOMN networks, where
there are 11 connected components and several isolated nodes.

It is shown in Eq. (4) thatP (path) = 1 if the whole network
is completely connected, i.e., there is always a path between
any two nodes in the network and thereforev = 1 andni = n.
If all the nodes are isolated (i.e.,v = 0), P (path) = 0.
Therefore, the higher path probabilityP (path) implies the
better network connectivity.

III. R ESULTS

In this section, we conduct extensive simulation experiments
to investigate the path probability. In particular, Section III-A
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Fig. 7. Random topologies withn = 120 nodes randomly and uniformly distributed on500× 500 m2 area when the path loss factorα = 3 and the path loss
thresholdPL0 = 50 dB.
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Fig. 8. Path probabilityP (Path) of n nodes uniformly distributed in an plane with1000 × 1000 m2 area with the path loss factorα = 3 and the path loss
thresholdPL0 = 40 dB. The results are based on 1000 random topologies.

compares the connectivity ofSDA networks andMDA net-
works. We then study the connectivity ofMDA networks in
Section III-B. Section III-C gives the discussions.

A. Comparison on network connectivity of SDA networks and
MDA networks

We placen nodes randomly and uniformly on a plane with
areaa× a m2, wherea is the length of this square. We then
conduct simulations onSOMN networks,SDA networks, and
MDA networks, where we userandom direction beamforming
for SDA networks andmultiple random beamforming for MDA
networks, as described in Section II-A. Fig. 7 shows example
topologies ofSOMN networks,SDA networks,MDA networks
with m = 4, andMDA networks withm = 8.

It is shown in Fig. 7 (a) that anSOMN network contains
several connected components and many isolated nodes. Com-
pared with an anSOMN network, both anSDA network and
an MDA network contain much larger connected components
that span almost all the nodes of the network, as shown in
Fig. 7 (b), Fig. 7 (c) and Fig. 7 (d), implying that they have
better connectivity than anSOMN network. One of possible
reasons is that using directional antennas in wireless networks
can establish somelong links to connect the nodes that are
far away and even out of the transmission range of an omni-
directional antenna. For example, the average link length of an
SDA network in Fig. 7 (b) is about 275.6 m, which is much
longer than that of anSOMN network in Fig. 7 (a), where

the average link length of anSOMN network is about 67.2 m.
This result was also confirmed by [16] although realistic but
complicated antenna models are used in [16].

As shown in previous studies [16], [22], a directional
antenna may lead to the loss of links to the closely located
neighbors, which do not fall in the antenna beam. This
implication is also confirmed by our simulations. As shown
in Fig. 7 (b), there are a number of nodes, which are isolated
but are not far away from the connected components.

Using multiple antennas instead of a single antenna in a
network can overcome this negative side effect. For example,
there are fewer isolated nodes in anMDA network with 4
antennas, as shown in Fig. 7 (c) than anSDA network, as
shown in Fig. 7 (b). With the increased number of antennas,
the network connectivity increases significantly. For example,
anMDA network with 8 antennas, as shown in Fig. 7 (d) has a
higher connectivity than anMDA network with 4 antennas, as
shown in Fig. 7 (c), where there are almost no isolated nodes
in an MDA network with 8 antennas.

B. Connectivity of MDA networks

We conduct a number of simulations based on different
network settings. We compute each value of the average
path percentageP (Path) over 1,000 random topologies, where
multiple random beamforming is also considered.

Fig. 8 shows the average path percentageP (Path) against
the number of nodesn, the number of antennasm and the
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(c) m = 8

Fig. 9. Path probabilityP (Path) of n nodes uniformly distributed in an plane with1000 × 1000 m2 area with the path loss factorα = 3 and the path loss
thresholdPL0 = 40 dB. The results are based on 1000 random topologies.
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Fig. 10. Path probabilityP (Path) of n nodes uniformly distributed in an plane with1000 × 1000 m2 area with the path loss thresholdPL0 = 50 dB. The
results are based on 1000 random topologies.

beamwidthθ. It is shown in Fig. 8 that anMDA network
with m = 8 has a higher network connectivity than anMDA
network withm = 6 and anMDA network withm = 4 when
we choose the beamwidthθ = π

6
, π

8
, π

10
and π

12
, respectively.

The simulation results further confirm our previous observation
that using multiple directional antennas instead of a single
directional antenna in the network can significantly improve
the network connectivity. This is because multiple directional
antennas can avoid the loss of closely located neighbors.

We then investigate what happens if we vary the antenna
beamwidthθ when the number of antennasm is fixed. We
then conduct the second set of simulations and obtain the
results as shown in Fig. 9. Note that the antenna beamwidthθ
cannot be “too large” when a largerm is chosen since there is
no overlapping between any two adjacent antenna beams. For
example, whenm = 8, we cannot choose beamwidthθ greater
than π

4
; otherwise, two antenna beams may overlap each other.

It is shown in Fig. 9 that the path probabilityP (Path) is
significantly increased with the decreased antenna beamwidth
θ when other network parameters (e.g.,m andα) are fixed.
For example, as shown in Fig. 9 (a), anMDA network with
beamwidthθ = π

12
has a higherP (Path) than anMDA network

with beamwidthθ = π
3

, an MDA network with beamwidth
θ = π

4
and anMDA network with beamwidthθ = π

6
. This

connectivity improvement owes to the long links formed by
the narrow beam antennas. As shown in Table I, with the
decreased antenna beamwidth, the antenna gain is significantly
increased. The increased antenna gain contributes to the signal
enhancement over a long distance.

In the third set of simulations, we investigate the path
probability when the antenna beamwidthθ and the number of
antennasm are fixed and the path loss factorα is varied from
2 to 4. It is shown in Fig. 10 that the network connectivity is
also affected by the path loss factorα. With the increased the
path loss factorα, the path probabilityP (Path) is significantly
decreased. For example, Fig. 10 (a) shows that whenn = 700,
only 74% of all node pairs are connected whenα = 4, whereas
the path probabilityP (Path) = 100% whenα = 2 andα = 3.
This is because when the path loss factorα is large (e.g.,
an indoor environment), the signal degrades very fast and itis
quite difficult to establish links. To overcome the signal loss in
such environments, we shall usemore antennas with narrower
beamwidth. For example, the connectivity of a network with
a larger number of antennas and the narrower beamwidth in
Fig. 10 (c) (wherem = 8 andθ = π

12
) is higher than that with

a smaller number of antennas and the narrower beamwidth in
Fig. 10 (b) (wherem = 6 andθ = π

8
).



C. Discussions

Our simulations results imply that using narrow beamwidth
θ will increase the antenna gain and consequently extend the
transmission range so that some remote nodes can be con-
nected. But, on the other hand, the narrow beam antenna can
also lead to the loss of nearby neighbors (i.e., fewer neighbors
fall into the sector area of an antenna when the beamwidth is
narrower). The negative effects may cancel out the benefits if
we do not choose the beamwidth properly. For example, we
found that the path probabilityP (Path) with θ = π

12
is even

lower than that withθ = π
10

whenm = 4 andn = 100 nodes
randomly distributed on a plane with1000× 1000 m2. At that
time, due to theborder effect, the transmission range of a
node may be out of the border of the plane. The narrower the
antenna beamwidth is, the fewer nodes fall into its antenna
beam, resulting in the degraded connectivity. One of future
issues is to choose a proper beamwidthθ in a practical network.

Our results also show that using more antennas can increase
the network connectivity. However, the increased number of
antennas may also increase the interference among nodes when
it enhances the network connectivity. To avoid the interference,
we need to use other technologies to avoid the interference.
One of the suggested solutions to reduce the inference inMDA
networks is to use multiple channels so that the transmissions
interfered with each other can be separated in the frequency
domain [18]. However,to the best of our knowledge, there is
no practical channel assignment algorithms proposed in MDA
networks though some recent studies, such as [23] investigated
the theoretical upper bounds on the number of channels of an
MDA network. One of future studies is to design a practical
channel assignment scheme inMDA networks.

Moreover, in this paper, we consider the path model where
any two nodes are regarded to be connected only when they
are in the same connected component. We do not consider how
to build up the routing path between any two nodes to fulfill
certain requirements, e.g., the shortest end-to-end delayand the
maximum end-to-end throughput. Properly designed routing
protocols to fulfill those requirements forMDA networks are
expected in the future.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the network connectivity of
wireless networks using multiple directional antennas (MDA
networks). We found that the network connectivity of anMDA
network, in terms of path probability, heavily depends the
number of nodes of the network, the number of antennas
equipped with each node, the beamwidth of each antenna
and the path loss factor. In particular, we found that the
network connectivity ofMDA networks is significantly in-
creased with the increased number of antennas, the decreased
antenna beamwidth, the decreased path loss factor. Besides,
we also offer some useful suggestions and implications. For
example, to enhance the network connectivity, we shall use
more antennas with narrower beamwidth at each node.
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